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**FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS**

- **Fun Home : A Family Tragicomic** [2006]
  by Bechdel, Alison
  741.5 BEC

- **Everything is Teeth** [2016]
  by Wyld, Evie.
  BIOGRAPHY WYLD, EVIE

- **Everything is Flammable** [2017]
  by Bell, Gabrielle
  BIOGRAPHY BELL, GABRIELLE

- **Dotter of Her Father's Eyes** [2012]
  by Talbot, Mary M.
  BIOGRAPHY TALBOT, MARY & HOOPLA E COMIC BOOK

- **Invisible Ink : My Mother's Secret Love Affair With a Famous Cartoonist** [2015]
  by Griffith, Bill
  BIOGRAPHY GRIFFITH FAMILY

- **The Hunting Accident : A True Story of Crime and Poetry** [2017]
  by Carlson, David L.
  741.5 CAR

- **All the Answers** [2018]
  by Kupperman, Michael
  BIOGRAPHY KUPPERMAN, JOEL

- **Can't We Talk About Something More Pleasant? : A Memoir** [2014]
  by Chast, Roz
  741.5 CHA
PERSONAL & POLITICAL

Maus I : A Survivor's Tale : My Father Bleeds History [1991]
by Spiegelman, Art
940.531 SPI
See also:
Maus II : A Survivor's Tale : And Here My Troubles Began.

The Complete Persepolis [2007]
by Satrapi, Marjane
741.5 SAT

You'll Never Know : A Good and Decent Man : Book 1 [2009]
by Tyler, Carol
741.5 QTYL

Dare to Disappoint : Growing Up in Turkey [2015]
by Samanci, Özge
BIOGRAPHY SAMANCI, ÖZGE

March : Book One [2013]
by Lewis, John
BIOGRAPHY LEWIS, JOHN
& HOOPLA E COMIC BOOK
See also:
March : book two
March : book three

Rendez-vous in Phoenix [2016]
by Sandoval, Tony
J BIOGRAPHY SANDOVAL, TONY

The Best We Could Do : An Illustrated Memoir [2017]
by Bui, Thi.
BIOGRAPHY BUI, THI
& HOOPLA E COMIC BOOK
& OVERDRIVE HTML, KINDLE
**BODY & MIND**

**Stitches : A Memoir** [2009]
by Small, David
BIOGRAPHY SMALL, DAVID

**Hyperbole and a Half : Unfortunate Situations, Flawed Coping Mechanisms, Mayhem, and Other Things That Happened** [2013]
by Brosh, Allie.
BIOGRAPHY BROSH, ALLIE

**The Hospital Suite** [2014]
by Porcellino, John
741.5 POR

**El Deafo** [2014]
by Bell, Cece
JPB (SERIES) BELL
& HOOPLA E COMIC BOOK
& OVERDRIVE HTML, KINDLE

---

**MODERN LIFE**

**Tomboy : A Graphic Memoir** [2014]
by Prince, Liz
YA PB (NONFICTION) PRINCE
& HOOPLA E COMIC BOOK
& HOOPLA AUDIO BOOK

**Relish : My Life in the Kitchen** [2013]
by Knisley, Lucy
BIOGRAPHY KNISLEY, LUCY
See also:
French Milk
An Age of License
Displacement
Something New : Tales From a Makeshift Bride

**Fetch : How a Bad Dog Brought Me Home : A Graphic Memoir** [2017]
by Georges, Nicole J.
GEORGES
& HOOPLA E COMIC BOOK
See also:
Calling Dr. Laura : a graphic memoir

**Am I There Yet? : The Loop-de-Loop, Zigzagging Journey to Adulthood** [2018]
by Andrew, Mari
BIOGRAPHY ANDREW, MARI